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Ophelia in Hamlet by William Shakespeare

Jo Richards

Hamlet continues to fascinate contemporary actors and audiences. The dramatic possibilities which arise from the main
character deciding to ‘put an antic disposition on’, i.e. pretend to be mad, provides an intriguing study for psychiatrists.

The play begins with Hamlet meeting his deceased father’s ghost. The ghost reveals how he was murdered by his own brother,
who has now married his widow, Hamlet’s mother. Following the ghost’s visitation Hamlet’s emotional and behavioural turmoil
escalates. He rejects fair Ophelia and accidentally kills her father Polonius. Audiences understand how Hamlet wrestles with
continuing suicidal and homicidal urges as the plot progresses. Hamlet’s soliloquies during Act III and IV reveal the turbulent
emotional and intellectual inner world of a desperate man. We understand Hamlet’s destructive urges, ‘Now could I drink hot
blood’. We hear and see his most private discussions with himself about whether revenge is justified. By Act V we know that
Hamlet is himself prepared for death, ‘The readiness is all’.

Following Hamlet’s famous misogynistic attack on Ophelia in Act III, ‘Get thee to a nunnery . . . ’, Shakespeare gives the latter a
single soliloquy. She eloquently comments on Hamlet’s seeming mental breakdown, ‘O, what a noble mind is here o’erthrown’
and her own sadness, ‘And I, of ladies most deject and wretched/That sucked the honey of his music vows’. However, as
Ophelia’s grief increases following her father’s death, so does her passivity. This contrasts with Hamlets’ active attempts to
resolve his internal and real life crises. Audiences see Ophelia unravelling mentally through the eyes of the other characters
during Act IV such as Claudius, ‘ . . . poor Ophelia/Divided from herself and her fair judgement’. We and they attempt to decipher
the meaning behind her speech and behaviour while she ceases to engage directly with us. Instead she speaks disjointedly and
sings, seeming to allude to death, ‘They bore him barefaced on the brier/Hey non nony . . . ’. Later, Gertrude describes how
Ophelia subsequently drowns while picking wildflowers. Gertrude’s account of Ophelia falling in the water portrays the latter
as helpless and disconnected from real danger. ‘Her clothes spread wide . . . they bore her up . . . she chanted snatches of
old tunes/As one incapable of her own distress . . . Till that her garments, heavy with their drink/Pulled the poor wretch from
her melodious lay/To muddy death’. Ophelia’s death can be interpreted as suicide. There is uncertainty about this in the play,
recognisable as equivalent to a present day coroner’s open verdict.

Considering Hamlet and Ophelia together, we observe different responses to loss and abandonment. It is Shakespeare’s skill
in creating the characters which binds us into this old tragedy still. He does this through their clever use of language, their
relationships with other characters in the play and interaction with audiences. We love to listen to the momentous soliloquies
of the Prince of Denmark, alone on the stage with us but each time seeking variation, a new interpretation. But the vulnerable
Ophelia has also become iconic. Ophelia’s transformation from an eloquent to an elusive and disengaged character charts her
particular dispossession.

The quotations are from the 1996 Penguin Books edition (ed. T. J. B. Spence).
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